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QUESTION 1

Which statement is TRUE of Text Chart Auto Mark? 

A. Text Chart Auto Mark automatically imports data into iBase 

B. Text Chart Auto Mark facilitates the mark up process by automatically locating key entities in documents so that you
can quickly add them to a chart 

C. Text Chart Auto Mark can be used with pattern tracer to detect phone numbers 

D. Text Chart Auto Mark Is used to detect vehicle registrations to automatically create and mark-up vehicle entities 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You can use a variety of search options with all three search modes. Which of the following is not an available search
option? 

A. You can search for synonyms and aliases 

B. You can search for words that are spelled similarly 

C. You can search for similar sounding words 

D. You can search for language translations (eg. French word translated to Englsh word) 

E. You can specify a word distance to use with a fuzzy search. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

When setting general application options (Using the tools menu, select options to display the options; then select
options\general), which of the following is NOT an option? 

A. Enable time of day, day of week 

B. Turn on auto save options 

C. Turn on automatic searching for items on a target list 

D. Change the highlight color of search results or the error text color 

E. Turn on hyperlink detection 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Which is correct? At version 8.9, the IBM Text Chart product . 

A. Supports dongle authorization 

B. Supports software license management (SLM) authorization 

C. Both A and B 

D. No longer supports or requires authorization mechanisms 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is NOT true about marking up events and time zones? 

A. Time zones can be specified at the workspace level 

B. Time zones can be specified at the document level 

C. Time zones can be specified at the chart item level 

D. Only one time zone, read from your computer\\'s date and time settings can be specified for event time zones 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following is not available using the iBase live connection? 

A. Attach a chart item to a database record 

B. Create an iBase item on the chart from highlighted text 

C. Add a new database record 

D. Add a marked up document to the database 

E. Delete Schema 

F. Update database records with information on the chart 

G. Refresh items on the chart with data from the database 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 7
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When you print a workspace which answer is FALSE? 

A. You cannot choose which parts of the workspace to print 

B. You can print the chart only 

C. You can print the documents only 

D. You can print the chart plus the documents 

E. You can choose whether to print all documents or just the active document 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

You are marking up a document and find that the entity types, link types and attributes defined in the template do not
meet your requirements. Which statement is TRUE? 

A. You must start the workspace again, with a new template 

B. Instead of starting the workspace again (from scratch), you can apply an amended template to the workspace 

C. You must use Text Chart designer to select/change template 

D. You can have two templates in use in the same workspace 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following describes the available search preference(s) best? 

A. Distinguish between upper and lower case, using \\'match case\\' check box 

B. Specify the word length, specifying the number of characters 

C. Search for whole words only, using \\'whole words only\\' check box 

D. Only A and C apply 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

IBM i2 Text Chart 8.9 release does Not include . 

A. IBM i2 Text Chart 

B. IBM i2 Text Chart Designer 
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C. IBM i2 Text Chart BT_Link 

D. IBM i2 Text Chart iBase Live 

E. IBM i2 Text Chart Auto Mark 

Correct Answer: C 
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